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PROFILES IN MANUFACTURING

From Problems to Prosperity
Question: What do Sept 11, Global Flu Pandemic, Feeding the Hungry, Hurricane
Katrina, and The War on Terror have in common?
Answer: These are problems that our customers are turning into prosperity!
Sept 11 - Problem into Prosperity: Banker Steel, Lynchburg VA, is a large steel fabricator
supplying beams for the new Freedom Tower being built at the former site of the World Trade
Center. They are using Resource Manager-DB as an add-on to their FabTrol ERP System to
give them better vision of shop loading hours and realistic job completion dates.
Global Flu Pandemic - Problem into Prosperity: Triosyn Corp - a Division of Safe Life Corp,
manufactures masks to prevent the spread of H1N1(Swine Flu). They are working with US to
implement Resource Manager as their core ERP System including: MRP, Inventory Control,
Purchasing and Receiving, Shop Scheduling, and even Lot Number Traceability.
Feeding the Hungry - Problem into Prosperity: Autec Plastics, New York, uses Resource
Manager-DB for scheduling and inventory management of their injection molding facility
where they supply Walmart with plastic dinner ware. Well, OK, maybe that doesn’t quite
qualify as feeding the hungry, but who is to judge?
Hurricane Katrina - Problem into Prosperity: Swanson Group in Oregon operates several
lumber mills. Using Resource Manager-DB for scheduling, they are able to proactively and
profitably respond to demands driven by National Catastrophes such as Hurricanes, Floods,
Tornadoes, Earthquakes, and even a rash of do-it-yourself-ers making a run at the local Home
Depot. Jeff Swanson says, “The flexibility of the system to meet our unique needs is excellent.”
War on Terror - Problem into Prosperity: BAE Systems/Ordnance Systems Inc. (suppliers
for the U.S. Armed Services) found Resource Manager-DB to be the best fit for enabling
manufacturing personnel to systematically identify process, equipment, labor, and material
limitations when responding to customer order delivery inquiries. Resource Manager-DB
integrates directly with 4TH Shift ERP Software.
Marc Phillipi, ERP Systems Manager reports “We now have a product that we are
extremely satisfied with and are pleased to recommend to others looking for a
capacity and production planning solution”
What about you? What kind of problems do you have that can be turned in prosperity?
Customer delivery challenges? Operational inefficiencies? Labor and shipping costs out of
control? Too short or too much inventory? Spending too much time and money trying to
generate a decent production schedule?
Why don’t you contact US today so we can talk about helping you turn those problems
into prosperity? What have you got to lose (besides problems)?
Since 1991, we have been helping thousands of manufacturers, just like you,
solve their manufacturing and operations management challenges simply, quickly and
affordably. We’ve helped everyone from small companies with no formal systems in
place, to large companies with installed ERP Systems.
From a simple Excel Template for Project Management to a fully integrated solution
that works just right for your planning and scheduling challenges, we offer you a risk
free, fast track approach to address your most critical needs.
Our customers have recognized three unique benefits:
1. The ability to solve their planning and scheduling challenges in less than one month.
2. Less cost (training and implementation included with every sale).
3. And lastly, software that adapts to the customer’s current systems and
procedures. This virtually eliminates any pain in learning a ‘new’ system.
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